UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGES
In the Matter of

DOCKET NO. 9318
BASIC RESEARCH , L.L.C. ,

et aI.

Public Document

Respondents.

DECLARATION OF RONALD F. PRICE IN OPPOSITION TO COMPLAINT
COUNSEL'S MOTION FOR SANCTIONS
, Ronald F. Price , under penalty of perjur,

declare as

follows:

I am an attorney with the law fIrm of PETERS SCOFIELD PRICE

A Professional

Corporation and am counsel for Respondent Daniel B. Mowrey, Ph. D. I submit this declaration
in response to Complaint Counsel' s motion for

in camera

review and for sanctions, and as a

supplement to my declaration dated 21 July 2005.

I have personal knowledge of the matters set forth in this declaration and if called
to testify at a hearing in this matter would so state.

As set forth in Dr. Mowrey s accompanying declaration ("Mowrey Supp. Dec.

Dr. Mowrey has thus far produced almost one thousand pages of expert related documents. Dr.
Mowrey has produced (a) documents which fully describe his background and qualifIcations , (b)
all written/electronic communcations with me , the other Respondents and the other

Respondents ' counsel concerning his role as an expert witness and his expert report , (c) all draft

of this expert report/opinion , and (d) all documents which he read , reviewed , considered and/or

relied upon in his capacity as an expert witness , and/or in connection with forming his expert
report/ opinion.

Pursuant to the Cour' s 9 August 2005 Order , Dr. Mowrey is required to produce
all documents that relate to his capacity as an expert witness , including communications with
his attorney, the other Respondents, and the other Respondents ' attorneys. "

Order at 3. The

Order further provides that " (t)o the extent that Complaint Counsel' s motion (to compel) is

aimed at compelling production of documents from Dr. Mowrey that do not relate to his capacity
as an expert or to the formation of his expert opinion in this case , Complaint Counsel' s motion is
DENIED IN PART."

Jd.

The Cour then directed Dr. Mowrey to produce documents within fIve

(5) business days after 9 August 2005

, on or before 16 August 2005.

On 16 August 2005 , Dr. Mowrey produced to Complaint Counsel what Dr.
Mowrey believed to be all documents required to be produced by the Order. SpecifIcally, Dr.

Mowrey produced to Complaint Counsel all remaining documents that he had read , considered
reviewed or relied upon in his capacity as an expert witness , including in connection with
forming his expert reportopinion.

Those documents consisted of thirt (30) pages of documents

twenty-six (26) of which had been listed on Dr. Mowrey s privilege log, and four (4) of which

were documents which were created after the last date of documents identifIed on the privilege
log.

! Complaint Counsel make much ado in their Motion about the fact that four of the pages
produced on 16 August 2005 were not listed on Dr. Mowrey s privilege log. However , as has
previously been explained to Complaint Counsel , the privilege log only listed documents through
8 December 2004 because that is the date on which Respondents provided Dr. Mowrey s expert
report , and Respondents ' responses to the Second and Fourh Requests had been provided on 14
November 2004 , and 1 December 2004 , respectively. Accordingly, the latest date for documents
identifIed on the privilege log was tied to the date of the discovery responses , and the date of Dr.
Mowrey s report. Thus , there is no mystery to the fact that when Complaint Counsel provided
their rebuttal reports on 27 December 2004 , that such reports were forwarded by email to Dr.
Mowrey.

In 16 August 2005 letter to Complaint Counsel , I stated that " (wJith

respect to

attachments referenced in some of the emails itis my understanding that those documents have

been produced previously. Accordingly, they are not reproduced herewith. It is my
understanding that Dr. Mowrey has now produced all documents which he has which relate to his
capacity as an expert witness in this case.
On 17 August 2005 , Complaint Counsel sent a letter indicating,

inter alia that

because the attachments to the recently produced em ails had been produced separately (in

January 2005), Complaint Counsel were unable to determine which attachments were associated
with which specifIc email , and Complaint Counsel requested that I provide information which

would allow Complaint Counsel to make that determination. In order to provide the requested
assistance to Complaint Counsel , on 22 August 2005 I sent Complaint Counsel a letter wherein I

specifIcally identified for Complaint Counsel which emails were associated with which
attachments.

During this process of identifying for Complaint Counsel which attachments
corresponded with which emails , I discovered for the fIrst time , that contrary to my prior belief

one of the attachments to one of the emails had inadvertently been omitted from the 10 January
2005 production. SpecifIcally, I was learned that the attachment to an email from Dr. Mowrey to
the on 9 November 2005 had inadvertently not been produced. This discovery was immediately

disclosed to Complaint Counsel , and the inadvertently omitted attachment was produced.

The attachment to the 9 November 2005 email was not deliberately withheld from
Complaint Counsel. Rather ,

when Dr. Mowrey provided me with a copy of the " drafts "

of his

expert report so they could be produced to Complaint Counsel , Dr. Mowrey thought he had

printed out and provided to me all of the " drafts.

See, e.

Mowrey Supp. Dec. I then had the

documents which Dr. Mowrey had delivered to me produced to Complaint Counse1. Dr.
Mowery s inadvertent failure to print out this particular attached was simply the result of an
innocent mistake , a mistake which I immediately brought to Complaint Counsel' s attention upon
is discovery.
10.

Through their Motion , Complaint Counsel seek production of approximately 40

pages of additional documents , which are discussed below.
11.

Document Bates No. 91 . This is a document which relates solely to notes of

interviews which Respondent Gay s counsel conducted with a number of potential fact witnesses

none of which was Dr. Mowrey. The document is an email string consisting of an email on 27
September 2004 from Nicole Slatter , a paralegal with the law fIrm of Burbidge & Mitchell , to
Carla Fobbs (head of the Corporate Respondents ' compliance department), Jeff Feldman (the

Corporate Respondents ' prior counsel), and me , which email was forwarded by Ms. Fobbs on 27

September 2004 to Respondents Dr. Mowrey, Gay & Friedlander , and to Dan Watson , a
paralegal with the Corporate Respondents ' compliance department. The email itself does not

identify the witnesses who were interviewed , although the original email from Ms. Slatter

included attachments which were notes of interviews of fact witnesses conducted by the law fIrm

representing Respondent Gay. The email also identifIes other potential fact witnesses who
Respondent Gay s counsel was attempting to interview. The notes are notes of counsel'

interviews with three potential fact witnesses (not Dr. Mowrey) who are not authors of any

2 At the time the documents were produced to Complaint Counsel , I was out of the offIce
traveling to New York City for Dr. HeymsfIeld' s deposition.

g.,

scientifIc study of any kind , and with one potential fact witness who is an author of a scientific

study discussed in Dr. Mowrey s report. Complaint Counsel concede in their motion that notes
See, e.

of interviews with non-authors are discoverable.

Motion at n. 8. Thus , of these attorney

interview notes , it appears that the only notes which Complaint Counsel would claim they are
entitled to obtain are notes of Mr. Gay s counsel' s interview with a study author. However , Dr.
Mowrey testifIes that he never opened , read , reviewed or otherwise considered any of these
witness interview notes ,

Document Bates No. 94 .

12.
before

two weeks

including the notes ofthe interview with a study author.
This is an email dated

29 September 2004 (more than

Dr. Mowrey was designated as an expert witness) from me to the Corporate

Respondents ' prior counsel , Respondent Gay s counsel , Ms. Slatter , Ms. Fobbs , Mr. Watson , and

Respondents Friedlander and Dr. Mowrey. This document relates solely to a telephone
conference which I had with a potential fact witness. That potential witness was not Dr.

Mowrey, and was not an author of any scientifIc study mentioned in Dr. Mowrey s report or in
any of Complaint Counsel' s experts ' reports.
13.

Documents Bates Nos. 166- 167. This document is an email dated 22 November

2004 , from Mr. Watson to Ms. Fobbs , and to Respondents Friedlander and Dr. Mowrey. During

the 22 November 2004 time frame , Respondents and their various counsel had discussions
concerning the possibility of designating additional expert witnesses. Document Bates Nos. 166-

167 identifIes certain potential expert witnesses which Respondents were considering, but did not

designate in this case. None of the persons identifIed in this document is an author of any of the
scientifIc studies mentioned in Dr. Mowrey s expert report. Because Complaint Counsel have
conceded , in footnote no. 8 of their Motion , that they do not seek production of this document if

the persons mentioned in the document are not authors of any of the scientifIc studies referenced
in Dr. Mowrey s expert report , this document is not subject to production.
14.

Documents Bate Nos. 26-

. These documents are a series of emails on 9 August

2004 between Ms. Fobbs and me (and copied to Dr. Mowrey). The emails relate solely to efforts
to arrange a meeting between Dr. Mowrey and the Corporate Respondent's prior counsel , and

contain no substantive information. The meeting which we were trying to arrange in early
August 2004 did not occur.
15.

Document Bates Nos. 54-

. Dr. Mowrey addresses this document in his

declaration.
16.

Documents Bates Nos. 84, 86-

. These documents are a series of three emails

dated 16 September 2004 (from Ms. Fobbs to Dr. Mowrey), 20 September 2004 (from Dr.
Mowrey to Ms. Fobbs), and 20 September 2004 (from Dr. Mowrey to Ms. Fobbs), respectively,

relating to certain potential fact witnesses (not Dr. Mowrey). The documents contain

absolutely

no substantive information concernng the potential fact witnesses identifIed in the documents.
Rather , they simply identify certain potential fact witnesses and their contact information.
17.

Documents Bates Nos. 92-

. These documents are an email string consisting of

(i) an email dated 27 September 2004 from Ms. Fobbs to Respondent Gay s counsel and his
paralegal (and copied to the Corporate Respondents ' prior counsel and me), (ii) an email dated
27 September 2004 from me to Ms. Fobbs , and (iii) an email dated 27 September 2004 from Ms.

Fobbs to me (and copied to Dr. Mowrey). These emails relate to Respondent Gay s counsel'
investigation of the facts and background of potential witnesses in this case

in this instance

Dr. Mowrey, and involves a request by Mr. Gay s counsel for a copy of Dr. Mowrey s CV , which

Mr. Gay s counsel was seeking as part of his investigation ofthe facts and fact witnesses in this

case. These emails relating to Dr. Mowrey s CV relate solely to Respondents ' counsels
investigation concerning the facts and background of the case , and the potential fact witnesses in
the case -- in this case , Dr. Mowrey. It had nothing to do with Dr. Mowrey s role as an expert
witness. Indeed , Respondents did not even discuss or determine to call Dr. Mowrey as an expert

witness until well after these documents were created. I also note that Respondents provided Dr.
Mowrey s CV to Complaint Counsel in October 2004.
18.

Document Bates No. 96. This is an email from Ms. Fobbs to Dr. Mowrey dated 4

October 2004 , with the subject line " luminaries " and consists of a single phrase request. No

further information can be provided concerning the specifIc request without divulging the request

itself. However , the document was received , read and reviewed by Dr. Mowrey before
Respondents ever discussed or determined to identify Dr. Mowrey as an expert witness.
19.

Documents Bates No. 100, 106- 107, 109- 114 . These documents consist of a

series ofthe following emails: (i) Ms. Fobbs to Dr. Mowrey dated 7 October 2004 , (ii) Dr.
Mowrey to Ms. Fobbs dated 7 October 2004 , (iii) Ms. Fobbs to Dr. Mowrey dated 12 October
2004 , (iv) Dr. Mowrey to Ms. Fobbs , dated 12 October 2004 , (v) Ms. Fobbs to Dr. Mowrey,
dated 12 October 2004 , (vi) Dr. Mowrey to Ms. Fobbs , dated 12 October 2004 , and (vii) Ms.

Fobbs to Dr. Mowrey, dated 12 October 2004. These documents relate to a request by Ms. Fobbs

as to whether Dr. Mowrey had copies of certain documents , none of which documents are
mentioned , addressed or discussed in Dr. Mowrey s expert report.
20.

Documents Bates Nos. 135- 141,151- 152, 184 . These documents consist of the

following emails: (i) me to Ms. Fobbs (copied to Dr. Mowrey) dated 11/01/04 , (ii) Ms. Fobbs to

me dated 11/01/04 , (iii) me to Ms. Fobbs dated 11/01/04 , (iv) Ms. Fobbs to Heather Sprik (with

the Corporate Respondents ' Compliance Department) dated 11/01/04 , (v) Ms. Sprik to Dr.
Mowrey dated 11/01/04 , (vi) Ms. Sprik to Dr. Mowrey dated 11/03/04 , (vii) Ms. Fobbs to Ms.
Sprik dated 11/11/04 , (viii) Ms. Sprik to Dr. Mowrey dated 11/11/04 , and (ix) Ms. Sprik to Dr.

Mowrey dated 12/03/04. These emails all relate to a request by me for assistance in locating
materials previously published by Dr. Mowrey (all of which are identified on Dr. Mowrey s CV).
Other than identifying the documents requested by me , these emails contain no substantive
information concerning the requested materials.
21.

Documents Bates Nos.165, 168 . These documents consist of the following: (i)

Document Bates No. 165 is an email from me to Dr. Mowrey dated 22 November 2004; and (ii)
Document Bates No. 168 is an em ail string consisting of the following email: (1) me to Ms.

Fobbs and Mr. Watson (copied to the Corporate Respondents ' counsel Mr. Feldman & Mr.

Nagin , Mr. Gay s counsel , Mr. Burbidge & Mr. Shelby, and Respondents Dr. Mowrey &
Friedlander), dated 22 November 2004 , and (2) Dr. Mowrey to his counsel , dated 22 November
2004. During this time frame , Respondents and their counsel were engaged in discussions

concernng the possibility of deposing certain fact witnesses. These documents relate solely to
those discussions , and are unelated to Dr. Mowrey s capacity as an expert witness.

22.

With respect to Document Bates No. 165 , and with respect to the 22 November

2004 email from Dr. Mowrey to me which is part of Document Bates No. 168 , I acknowledge

that those two emails refer to the " ColkerlKalman paper. " However , the emails related to
Respondents ' discussions concerning the topic of the possibility of deposing Dr. Colker and Mr.
Kalman. They were unelated to Dr. Mowrey s expert report/opinion, and these two emails

contain absolutely no substantive information concern the ColkerlKalman paper , or concerning

Dr. Colker and Mr. Kalman. Furthermore , the " ColkerlKalman
em ails has been produced
before the

23.

paper"

referenced in these two

to Complaint Counsel on at least two (2) separate occasions , long

Cour entered the 9 August 2005 Order.
With respect to the 22 November 2004 email from me to Ms. Fobbs and Mr.

Watson (copied to the Corporate Respondents ' counsel , Mr. Gay s counsel , and Respondents Dr.
Mowrey & Friedlander) which is part of Document Bates No. 168 , that document relates solely
to Respondents ' litigation strategy and potential discovery Respondents were considering

undertaking. The document was not sent to Dr. Mowrey as an expert, and we were not
consulting with Dr. Mowrey as an expert our litigation and discovery strategy. Rather
communications which involved Dr. Mowrey on this topis involved him solely in his capacity as
a Respondent in this case.
24.

Contrar to the requirements of the Cour' s 9 August 2004 scheduling order , at

the time Complaint Counsel provided Dr. HeymsfIeld' s expert report to Respondents on 21

October 2005 , Complaint Counsel did not produce copies of all documents read , reviewed

considered or relied on by Dr. HeymsfIeld in connection with forming his expert report/opinion.
For example , Dr. HeymsfIed' s report , and the documents produced therewith , consisted of a total

of approximately 135 pages. Those materials did not include any drafts of Dr. HeymsfIeld'
report (it is possible none exist), any communications between Dr. HeymsfIeld and Complaint
Counsel (these clearly existed), or , other than approximately 65 pages of documents , did not

include any of the literally thousands of pages of documents which Complaint Counsel had
provided to Dr. HeymsfIeld in connection with his role as an expert witness in this case.

Jd.

Instead , Complaint Counsel and Dr. HeymsfIeld did not produce those documents until 14
December 2004 (they were received by me on l6 December 2004), and then they were produced

only in response to a subpoena which I had caused to be served on Dr. HeymsfIeld after he had
produced his report , but had failed to produce the majority of the documents he later produced.
And , even then , Dr. HeymsfIeld did not produce all the required documents , as he produced

documents in January 2005 , and again in February 2005.

I declare under penalty of perjur that the foregoing is true and correct.
Executed: September

/S-2 005.
Ronald F. Price

3 Complaint Counsel'

s failure to provide documents as required by the scheduling order
was not limited to Dr. HeymsfIeld , as their other experts likewise produced certain documents
only in response to subpoenas.
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